Trichomoniasis Requirements - ARM 32.3.502

- **VIRGIN BULLS < 12 MOS OF AGE**
  No movement restrictions, no testing required

- **VIRGIN BULLS 12-24 MOS OF AGE WITH A VIRGIN AFFADAVIT**
  No movement restrictions, no testing required

- **NON-VIRGIN BULLS FROM THE TRICH EPIZOOTIC AREA**
  Slaughter Channels ONLY unless NEGATIVE official trich test*:
  
  *Negative tests valid for 60 days. Bulls may not have commingled with female cattle and must be individually identified.

- **NON-VIRGIN BULLS FROM OUTSIDE THE TRICH EPIZOOTIC AREA**
  No movement restrictions, no testing required

- **POSITIVE BULLS**
  Slaughter Channels ONLY
  To be branded with a “V” on the right tailhead if sold to a MT Trich Feedlot.

- **COWS FROM POSITIVE HERDS**
  Slaughter Channels ONLY unless cows are >120 days bred with a veterinary affidavit or have been separate from bulls for >120 days with an owner affidavit.

SLAUGHTER CHANNELS INCLUDE: DIRECT TO SLAUGHTER OR SOLD TO A LICENSED MONTANA TRICHOMONIASIS FEEDLOT